
Signal Processing & Audio Expert Engineer 

 

TREVES Product, Services and Innovation is a branch of the Treves Group, tier 1 automotive supplier 

specialized in acoustics. Its R&D center based in Reims, with 100 employees, is looking for a signal 

processing & audio expert engineer for an open-ended contract in the Sonified Business Unit 

developing smart trim with exciters for audio or Active Noise Cancellation applications. 

Reporting to the Sonified BU R&D Director, you will play a signal processing & audio expert 

role for the Group (together with the other acoustic employees), and you will be in charge of 

the signal processing & audio research and development activity within the Business Unit. 

Your main tasks will be the following: 

- Writes or adapts audio signal processing programs under matlab, DSP Concept 

Audioweaver, C# etc… 

- Carries out vehicle audio calibrations of exciters coupled with radiating surfaces combined 

or not with traditional loudspeakers. 

- Conducts audio experimental studies according to customer specifications with full audio 

package. 

- Ensures a signal processing & audio expert role among the various Group departments 

(innovation, RFQ, development, manufacturing...). 

- Develop a knowledge network inside the audio expert community of car-manufacturers. 

- Ensures the audio analysis of the requests for quotation and participate to the 

development of embedded softwares and/or exciters products in order to answer to audio 

specifications. 

- Delivers a ray-tracing or BEM/FEM simulation service internally or with partners in line 

with the needs of car-manufacturers. 

- Manages correlation experimental studies. 

- Proposes evolutions and improvements inside the Sonified audio department 

(experimental softwares, simulation codes, materials, methods, knowledge, …). 

 

You have a mechanical or electrical engineering MSc degree with a specialization in signal processing 

and audio (acoustics). You have at least 5 years experience in a similar job, ideally acquired in 

automotive audio. 

You know very well automotive audio signal processing and related theories including its linked 

psycho-acoustic aspects. 

A reliable experience in ray-tracing acoustic simulation using ICARE or equivalent software (or 

BEM/FEM), a knowledge in porous media materials will be appreciated. 

You master meshing softwares (as Hypermesh, Ansa or others). 

Autonomy, communication capacity, rigour/perseverance, analysis capacity are the essential qualities 

looked for this job, as well as management skills. 

You speak English fluently. If you speak one or several other languages, it will be appreciated, 

particularly german. 

To apply for this job, send a CV and a cover letter to service.rh.psi@treves-group.com 


